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INTRODUCTION
ABOUT RAIZING CITIZEN

We specialize in facilitating the process for high profile executives, High Net-Worth 
Individuals (HNI's), Ultra High Net-Worth Individuals (U-HNI's) and their families from
around the world of gaining Residency or a Second Citizenship and Passport in 
different countries in as little as 3 to 6 months through a government set investment. 
We do this while adhering to universal sustainability principles as participants of the 
United Nations Global Compact (UNGC). Headquartered in Dubai, with offices and
on-ground staff across the globe, we offer a wide range of services, from citizenship on-ground staff across the globe, we offer a wide range of services, from citizenship 
and residency by investment, to universal real estate, company formation and 
numerous multi-family office services. Raizing Citizen a unit of Raizing Group - expert 
since 2 decades in Diplomatic Relations, travel, hospitality, retail and real estate.With 
over two decades of experience in understanding every client's need base, we help 
clients become Global citizens of the world legally, proficiently and professionally.
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Hungary is a member of the European Union and the Schengen area. It is located 
in the center of Europe and at the crossroads of many trade routes. Although it 
covers an area of only 93,000 square kilometers and has a population of less than 
10 million,it has duty-free access to the EU market of more than 500 million people. 
In addition to the EU, it also has close relations with Ukraine, Russia and the 
Western Balkans with their population of more than 200 million people. Hungary has
excellent geographical conditions, very beneficial for investors. The outstanding excellent geographical conditions, very beneficial for investors. The outstanding 
transport infrastructure allows most of Hungary to serve as the center of the four 
main European freight transport channels. There are more than 1,300 kilometers of 
highways, 7,600 kilometers of railways and six international airports in the country. 
Statuesque castles’, stunning lakes, extraordinary caves, thick forests, and magnificent
churches, Hungary is more than just its glittering capital ‘Budapest’. The myriad places
to visit in Hungary are fast turning one of the most popular countries in Eastern Europe
into a hot and happening tourist destination.into a hot and happening tourist destination.

INTRODUCING 
HUNGARY



Hungary has good industrial characteristics, with strong independent R&D and production capabilities in 
automobiles, computers, communication equipment, instruments, chemicals and medicine. From the current point 
of view, Hungary is one of the largest investment target country in Central Europe. After the completion of the 
modernization project of the Hungary-Serbia Railway, a large number of goods from the Middle East and China will 
pass through Hungary from the Greek port on their way to Western Europe.

Hungary will become the most important transportation hub in the region, and its strategic position will be greatly 
improved.The automobile industry is a pillar industry in Hungary. Currently, 14 of the world’s 20 largest Tier 1 improved.The automobile industry is a pillar industry in Hungary. Currently, 14 of the world’s 20 largest Tier 1 
automotive suppliers have settled in Hungary, and their production scale is constantly expanding.

Hungary is the largest producer of electronic products in Central and Eastern Europe and one of the main 
production bases of the world’s electronics industry.

Hungary offers 12 years of free public education from elementary school to middle and high school (8 years for 
elementary and middle school and 4 years for high school). The university education system is divided into varying 
years according to different majors, generally 3 to 5 years. There are international schools in Hungary with English, 
German, Russian, French and Chinese-Hungarian bilingual teaching languages.

Hungary not only has a complete education system, it’s higher education degree is recognized by the world, offering
a world leading level especially in medicine, art, economics, physics, biochemistry, etc. Hungary’s EU credit transfer a world leading level especially in medicine, art, economics, physics, biochemistry, etc. Hungary’s EU credit transfer 
system has successfully achieved the global wide-ranging acceptance of Hungarian degrees. No matter where they 
go, the high quality education certificate will help students successfully enter the workforce.

Hungary is the sixth largest wine producer in Europe. Hungary has been a major wine producing country since
ancient times, and you can often find famous wines from Hungary, especially the famous Tokaj noble sweet wine,
which was one of the favorite wines of European royals and nobles at that time. Tokaj, Hungary is the oldest 
protected wine region in Europe.

The main ingredients of traditional Hungarian cuisine include meat, seasonal vegetables, fruits, bread and dairy 
products.One of the characteristics of the Hungarian diet is the cooking of different types of meat into stews and 
soups. Hungarian beef goulash and fisherman’s soup are good examples. 
Hungarian foie gras is also famous in the world.

ECONOMY :

GASTRONOMY:

EDUCATION:
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RESIDENCE PERMIT 
(VIP PROGRAM)

The Hungarian Permanent Residency Program requires investors to contribute in 
Real estate in return for Permanent Residency in Hungary. The permanent residence 
programme is valid for 5 years and is automatically renewed every 5 years with a 
minimal renewal fee; no additional fees will be charged. You can apply for Settlement 
Residence permit after 3.5 Years.This program is also called as the VIP program.

It is not necessary to be a tax resident.

Can claim social security after 6 months

Freely travel, stay & open a business in any
Schengen Countries(26 European Countries)

Recieve European Union Residency in less
than 2 months.

Property can be let out for rental income, only need
to own at the beginning and at the extenison

Dependents education are free upto the age of 
18 years old in Hungary

The quickest and cheapest European Residence 
permit program.

BENEFITS:
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Did you know that Hungary has won the second most gold medals
 in the Olympic summer games of all countries per capita?

They’ve won gold medals in every Olympics they’ve competed in.



REAL ESTATE INVESTMENT:

DUE DILIGENCE, APPLICATION 
AND PROCESSING FEES:
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Make an investment in designated and officially approved Real Estate with a value of 
at least 56 Million HUF ie approx 140,000+ EURO to qualify for Residency under this 
option. Processing time for the Residence Program is 45-60 days.

Raizing Citizen performs a preliminary due diligence, a security check, before officially 
making any agreement as a guarantee that the applicant's record is clean from any 
case that the government might reject his/her application.

• 100,000 EURO: Main Applicant
(Includes Immediate Family with Parents/Dependents above 62 years of age and Children below 
18 years of age)

• • 20,000 EURO per person: Additional Dependents
(Includes Parents/ Dependents below 62 years of age or Children above 18 years of age)

These prices may change from time to time. The final price will be reflected at the time of initial payment.
Note:
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CONTACT US




